Gravity is commonly thought of as one of the four force fields in nature. However, in standard formulations its mathematical structure is rather different from the Yang-Mills fields of particle physics that govern the electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions. This paper explores this dissonance with particular focus on how gravity couples to matter from the perspective of the Cartan-geometric formulation of gravity. There the gravitational field is represented by a pair of variables: 1) a 'contact vector' V A which is geometrically visualized as the contact point between the spacetime manifold and a model spacetime being 'rolled' on top of it, and 2) a gauge connection A AB µ , here taken to be valued in the Lie algebra of SO(2, 3) or SO(1, 4), which mathematically determines how much the model spacetime is rotated when rolled. By insisting on two principles, the gauge principle and polynomial simplicity, we shall show how one can reformulate matter field actions in a way that is harmonious with Cartan's geometric construction. This yields a formulation of all matter fields in terms of first order partial differential equations. We show in detail how the standard second order formulation can be recovered. Furthermore, the energy-momentum and spin-density three-forms are naturally combined into a single object here denoted the spin-energy-momentum three-form. Finally, we highlight a peculiarity in the mathematical structure of our first-order formulation of Yang-Mills fields. This suggests a way to unify a U (1) gauge field with gravity into a SO(1, 5)-valued gauge field using a natural generalization of Cartan geometry in which the larger symmetry group is spontaneously broken down to SO(1, 3) × U (1). The coupling of this unified theory to matter fields and possible extensions to non-Abelian gauge fields are left as open questions.
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Introduction
In the traditional metric formulation of General Relativity the metric gµν is the fundamental variable with the affine connection Γ ρ µν viewed as a secondary object constructed from the metric (i.e. the identification of Γ ρ µν with the Christoffel symbols). The corresponding field equations are of second order in spatio-temporal derivatives. Nevertheless, there is also a first order Palatini formulation [1] in which the metric and affine connection are regarded as independent variables. The associated field equations are then first order partial differential equations with the relation between metric and affine connection enforced by the equations of motion assuming vanishing spacetime torsion T ρ µν = 0. However, neither of these approaches are suitable for the inclusion of fermionic fields which require the introduction of local Lorentz invariance as a gauge group. Within this first order Palatini approach the gravitational field is mathematically represented in terms of a pair of one-forms: the co-tetrad e I = e 
(1)
where indices have been suppressed for notational compactness. We see that the spin-connection ω IJ behaves exactly as a standard type Yang-Mills gauge field under local gauge transformations. Specifically, it transforms inhomogeneously under a local Lorentz transformation. The co-tetrad, however, transforms homogeneously under this gauge transformation, highlighting the peculiar role of this field: the co-tetrad e I µ (or equivalently the metric tensor gµν = ηIJ e I µ e J ν ) appears to be the only fundamental field in physics which possesses a spacetime (Greek) index and yet is not a gauge field [2] . Thus, gravity cannot be viewed as a standard gauge field within this specific mathematical formulation, making gravity stand out compared to the other Yang-Mills fields.
One may construct an action SP (the Palatini action) which is polynomial in ω 
where the two notationally distinct Levi-Civita symbols ǫ and ε are defined so that ǫµνρσε µνρσ = +4! and eǫµνρσ = e and so, upon substitution of this solution back into the action, recover an action which is a functional only of e I . This is the Einstein-Hilbert action (with e I as fundamental variable rather than gµν ) which must be modified by adding a boundary term in order to compensate for the presence of second order derivatives in the action [3] . 1 Alternatively, this action may be written more traditionally as a functional of a field gµν ≡ ηIJ e I µ e J ν in terms of the metric tensor. We can now highlight a second peculiarity. A notable feature is that the Einstein-Hilbert action is non-polynomial in the basic variable e I (or g µν within the traditional formulation) and is only recoverable from the first order Palatini formalism, when e I is invertible, i.e. it contains the inverse e µ I of the co-tetrad. This inverse field is commonly referred to as the tetrad, or vierbein, and is defined as follows: 
Within the first order Palatini approach one may regard the requirement of invertibility of e I to be unnecessarily restrictive [5] . One may furthermore find the non-polynomial structure of the EinsteinHilbert action to be undesirable [6] , and so hold the Palatini formulation of gravity to be the more fundamental and mathematically elegant one. Thus, the peculiar non-polynomial character of pure gravity can easily be cured by insisting on a first order Palatini formulation. However, with the notable exception of actions for fermionic fields which are of first order and already polynomial in all variables (see C.5), the problem of the appearance of inverses and the related non-polynomial structure immediately reappears when one looks to couple matter fields to gravity. Specifically, if one attempts to formulate the second order actions for bosonic matter-fields, using only those fields and the Palatini gravitational fields e I and ω I J , one cannot avoid use of the tetrad which again enforces a non-polynomial structure of the actions and associated field equations. 
The compactness of notation in (6) somewhat hides the non-polynomial structure and the complicated role of e I in the action as dictated by the definition of the tetrad (5) . In the case of a Yang-Mills gauge connection one-form, the situation is compounded, with the appearance of four tetrads in the action. However, as shown in C.5, in the case of fermionic matter the action is polynomial in all variables [7] . Thus, gravity stands out from other fields by exhibiting non-polynomial structure in the bosonic matter actions.
A third notable peculiar feature of gravity is that, polynomial actions or not, the coupling of matter fields to gravity is different from the way a matter field is coupled to a Yang-Mills gauge field. For example, if we look to couple a scalar field φ a valued in some representation of a Lie-algebra to the associated Yang-Mills field B a b = B a µ b dx µ we would proceed according to the gauge prescription which says that we should simply replace the partial derivative in the action with the gauge covariant derivative ∂µφ a → Dµφ a = ∂µφ a + igB a µ b φ b . However, it is clear from the action (6) that the coupling to the gravitational field is not done according to such a gauge prescription. In particular, there is no YangMills index associated with gravity in standard formulations.
Summarizing: there are three peculiarities with 'standard' approaches to gravity and matter fields that makes the gravitational field different and stand out from other fields in nature: 2 1. the first order Palatini and second order Einstein-Hilbert formulations of gravity involve the cotetrad field e I µ that has no natural analogue within standard gauge theory [2] and is the only fundamental field in modern physics with a spacetime index µ and yet does not behave like a gauge field 2. even though the non-polynomial structure of the Einstein-Hilbert action can be avoided by adopting the first order Palatini action, the standard actions for bosonic matter actions still exhibit nonpolynomial structure in the gravitational field variables.
3. In standard formulations the coupling of matter fields to gravity does not mirror the coupling of matter to Yang-Mills fields.
This paper aims to demonstrate that these peculiar features of gravity are absent within a Cartangeometric formulation of gravity thus removing these dissimilarities between gravity and the Yang-Mills force fields of particle physics. As will be detailed in Section 2.1, the first peculiarity disappears if gravity is instead regarded as a spontaneously broken gauge theory of a group larger than the Lorentz group SO (1, 3) . This alternative approach to gravity has traditionally been called the de Sitter/anti-de Sitter gauge theory of gravity [9, 10, 11] . More recently, its structure in relation to Cartan's approach to differential geometry has been illuminated [12, 13, 7] . Given that the first peculiarity can readily be avoided by adapting the Cartan-geometric approach to gravity, it is only natural then to ask whether the second and third peculiarities of the standard approach to gravity can be avoided from the Cartan-geometric perspective. More specifically, can gravity be coupled to matter fields in way that is in accordance with the gauge prescription discussed above and in such a way that the gravitational field variables appear polynomially and so without the recourse to inverses? We shall find that this is indeed not only possible but lead to interesting perspectives regarding the geometric role of the Higgs field [14] , the possible role gravity plays in physics, and potential new avenues for unifying gravity with the other Yang-Mills gauge fields.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2.1 introduces the Cartan-geometric formulation of gravity as a gauge theory with a spontaneously broken symmetry with the elegant geometric interpretation recalled in E. Section 3.1 provides the reader with the essentials of the formulation of standard matter actions using the language of differential forms. The language of differential forms is an ideal starting point for adapting a description of matter fields to the Cartan-geometric formalism and used extensively throughout this paper. The 'tensor-minded' reader is referred to C for additional background material. In Section 3.2 we introduce two principles, the gauge principle and polynomial simplicity, which all subsequent Cartan-geometric matter actions will be required to satisfy. In Section 4 we proceed to show how to construct polynomial matter actions coupled to gravity consistent with the gauge principle and how the familiar second order field equations are recovered on-shell by imposing the equations of motion. We also briefly comment here on previous alternative ideas in the literature. In Section 5 we introduce the spin-energy-momentum three-form which dictates the back-reaction of the matter fields on the gravitational field. We show how the canonical energy-momentum tensor is recovered on-shell and using these expressions we restrict the values of the parameters appearing in the Cartan-geometric matter actions. In Section 6 we note that enforcing the gauge principle and polynomial simplicity for Yang-Mills fields enforces a peculiar mathematical form of the gauge connections and an associated skewed gauge transformation property. This skewed mathematical structure hints that Yang-Mills fields and gravity should be collected into a single gauge field. We then proceed to detail how we can unify an U (1) field with gravity using a natural generalization of Cartan geometry. This unification is is based on the gauge group SO(1, 5) which is spontaneously broken down to SO(1, 3) × U (1). Section 7 ends with conclusions, discussion and outlook for future work.
The first and second peculiarities and Cartan gravity
We shall now review how one may address, within the gravitational sector, the first and second peculiarities mentioned in the introduction. This requires a different way of thinking about differential geometry developed byÉlie Cartan [15] . In Appendix E we provide a brief discussion of the geometric interpretation Cartan geometry in terms of contact vectors and the rolling models spaces. We note that the remainder of this paper will rely heavily on the calculus of forms. We shall follow closely the presentation [7] which explains in a pedagogical manner the geometrical machinery of Cartan geometry in terms of 'idealized waywisers' with several appendices provided for 'tensor-minded' readers detailing the mathematical techniques involved. Additionally, two excellent expositions of Cartan geometry can be found in [11, 12] .
Gravitation and spontaneous symmetry breaking
For the purposes of this paper it will be instructive to introduce the Cartan-geometric formulation in the language of spontaneously broken gauge theories [10] . In fact, Cartan's approach to geometry is based on the idea of spontaneous symmetry breaking [14] , and appeared long before the idea of symmetry breaking made its way into condensed matter and particle physics.
Our starting point is the first order Palatini approach to gravity as realized in the action principle (3). Recall the discussion of Section 1, wherein it was mentioned that the description of the gravitational field in the Palatini formalism involved a connection for the Lorentz group ω IJ = ω IJ µ dx µ along with a field e I = e I µ dx µ where I and J are SO(1, 3) indices. Together these amount to a set of ten one-form fields. This is precisely the number of independent one-form fields required to construct a gauge connection for the orthogonal groups SO(p, q) with p + q = 5. 3 We will refer to this connection as A AB = A AB µ dx µ , where capitalized Latin indices of the first part of the alphabet A, B, C, . . . , H are taken to go from 0 to 4. On the other hand capitalized Latin letters from the middle part of the alphabet I, J, . . . , P run from 0 to 3.
Given the coincidence between the number of one-form fields it is only natural to ask whether it is possible to understand the co-tetrad e I and the spin-connection ω IJ as different parts of a SO(p, q) connection. However, this idea immediately seems too simplistic since modern physical theories display local Lorentz SO(1, 3) symmetry but not SO(p, q) invariance with p + q = 5. Nevertheless, we may recall that the electroweak theory of particle physics [19] also starts with a larger gauge group SU (2) × U (1) only to be spontaneously broken by a two-component Higgs field Φ. 4 The U (1) invariance of electrodynamics, and its associated gauge connection Aµ, correspond to the remnant subgroup of SU (2) × U (1)-transformations that leaves the Higgs field Φ invariant. In this way the Higgs field is made electrically neutral by construction.
One can now try to implement the same symmetry breaking mechanism in gravity. We should then introduce a Higgs-type field so that the subgroup of SO(p, q)-transformations leaving this field invariant is precisely the Lorentz group SO(1, 3), the unbroken remnant symmetry of the first order Palatini formulation. Since only SO(2, 3) and SO(1, 4) contain SO(1, 3) as a subgroup our choice of orthogonal group is narrowed down to one of these two. Further, mimicking the electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism, we demand that the gravitational Higgs-type field should carry a SO(2, 3) or SO(1, 4) index, i.e. it should have the form V A (x) with A an SO(2, 3) or SO(1, 4) index.
In order for the Lorentz group to emerge as the subgroup of transformations leaving V A invariant, the vector V A must be time-like V A V B ηAB ≡ V 2 < 0 for SO(2, 3) and space-like V A V B ηAB > 0 for SO (1, 4) [7] . Here ηAB = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, ∓1) is the 5-dimensional Minkowski metric with the last component η44 = −1 for SO(2, 3) and η44 = +1 for SO (1, 4) . Although a field V
A with a single index may seem like an unfamiliar object, we will see in Section 4 that V A is nothing but a scalar field coupled to gravity as it would appear within a Cartan-geometric formulation. Secondly, we note that the field V A is a symmetry breaking field analogous to the Higgs field Φ, although the gauge symmetries they break are different.
Thus, we may look to see if a realistic description of gravity can consist of the pair of field variables {V A , A AB }. To do so it is appropriate to ask how one may relate these variables to the Palatini variables e I and ω IJ . Given that the connections of orthogonal groups are anti-symmetric, one natural guess would be something like
where the decomposition is with respect to some internal direction defining the split between I, J, and 4 index. This however cannot be the whole story. As stressed in the introduction, e I is neither a gauge field, nor part of any gauge field, since it does not transform inhomogeneously.
We then proceed differently by noting that the simplest one-form object we can construct from the pair {V A , A AB }, that transforms homogeneously under SO(2, 3)/SO (1, 4) , is DV A . That one-form has in general 5 non-zero components. However, if we impose that the norm of V A is constant V A V B ηAB = ∓ℓ 2 for some constant ℓ, then the component along V A is zero, i.e. VADV A = 0, and the object DV A has only four independent non-zero components.
5 Adopting a special gauge in which V A * = ℓδ A 4 we can now make the identification
If we now restrict the transformations to those that leave V A invariant we see that e I transforms according to (2) . In this special gauge we can further make the identification ω IJ * = A IJ and again verify that A IJ transforms inhomogeneously accoding to (1).
We can now fully understand the first peculiarity mentioned in the introduction: e I is indeed a oneform, but it is not a connection, nor part of any connection. In fact, the first peculiarity disappears once we accept that the co-tetrad e I is not a fundamental variable from a Cartan-geometric perspective. Rather the co-tetrad e I * = DV I is a compound object constructed from the more fundamental fields V A and A AB . The situation is then rather trivial since one can always cook up compound objects with spacetime indices which are not gauge connections, e.g. DΦ where Φ is the Higgs field and D the SU (2) × U (1) gauge covariant exterior derivative. In fact, within the Cartan-geometric formulation of gravity the only fundamental one-form around is A AB which indeed transforms inhomogeneously as a standard gauge connection.
Thus, the first peculiarity disappears and pure gravity can be seen as a standard gauge theory with a spontaneously broken symmetry. We will call theories where the basic gravitational variables are the pair {V A , A AB } Cartan gravity. The reason for this is that this pair is also the descriptor of geometry in the theory of Cartan geometry (see Appendix E or [7] ).
Polynomial actions for Cartan gravity
Let us now ask: Can realistic polynomial gravitational actions be constructed from the variables {V A , A AB }? In order to get a feel for the crucial role the field V A plays in Cartan gravity, it is instructive to consider actions constructed solely out of the the connection A AB and the structure associated with the gauge group SO(2, 3)/SO (1, 4) . In constructing gauge invariant polynomial actions one is then limited to three objects:
• the field strength of A AB , defined as
• the numerically invariant object ηAB = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, ∓1) and its inverse η AB where the final entry is equal to −1 for SO(2, 3) and +1 for SO (1, 4) .
• the five dimensional Levi-Civita symbol ǫABCDE which is numerically invariant under local gauge transformations
Demanding the action to be gauge invariant and polynomial in the connection A AB and its gaugecovariant exterior derivatives DA AB is extremely restrictive. In fact, these conditions identify the following action as the only possible one:
However, it may be shown that
and so does not contribute to the equations of motion. 6 We refer the reader to the appendices of [7] for an overview of the different mathematical techniques used throughout this paper.
In contrast, the space of polynomial gauge invariant actions for a spontaneously broken gauge theory is larger and much more interesting. Consider then a hypothetical gravitational theory and a corresponding action constructed from the pair {V A , A AB }. Insisting on gauge invariance and that the action be polynomial in the basic variables and their derivatives we end up with a rather narrow but non-trivial class of possible gravitational actions:
where e A ≡ DV A and
In general the quantities ai, bi, ci may depend on the scalar V 2 = VEV E . We shall however restrict ourself to the case where they are just constants. Given this assumption, we note that the a3 term is simply the action (9) and hence topological. Furthermore, the a2 and b3 terms are topologically equivalent (i.e. identical up to a boundary term) [7] . Therefore, in this case only five of the ai, bi, ci independently contribute to the equations of motion, namely a1, a2, b1, b2, and c1.
In order to recognize the familiar Palatini action within this polynomial class of actions we note that in the special gauge V A * = ℓδ A 4 we have:
where D (ω) is the SO(1, 3) covariant exterior derivative operator, R IJ is the Riemannian curvature (4), and T I is the torsion two-form. Upon substituting the above expressions into (10) we can immediately see that the Palatini action is directly present in the b1 term and also in a1 up to an additional boundary term [11] . Furthermore, the topologically equivalent a2 and b3 terms are seen to be equal to the so-called Holst term which does not alter the equations of motion if the spin density vanishes [21, 7] . The c1 term represents a contribution to the cosmological constant. The b2 is interesting since it seems to allow for non-trivial dynamics of V 2 .
Dynamical versus non-dynamical approaches
It is now important to ask whether the Higgs-type field V A should be regarded as a dynamical field, with the associated field equations obtained by varying the action with respect to it, or whether it should be regarded as a non-dynamical 'absolute' object in very much the same way one regards the Minkowski metric in the special-relativistic Klein-Gordon action (see [7] ). As noted in the previous subsection, in order to reproduce the Palatini formulation it is necessary that V 2 is constant. Within the nondynamical approach this could simply be imposedà priori. However, within a dynamical approach this must somehow follow from the equations of motion or at least in some physical limit. The constancy of V 2 could simply be imposed by adding the Lagrange multiplier λ(V 2 ± ℓ 2 ) [10] but this is not always regarded as a satisfactory solution [11] and we shall regard it here as a variant of the non-dynamical approach.
On the other hand, treating V A as a genuine dynamical object yields five additional equations and the possibility of an over-constrained solution space, perhaps ruling out physically important solutions 6 For the 'tensor-minded' reader we note that the dual scalar density of an exterior derivative of a three-form Ω is dΩ ∼ 1 3! ∂µ(ε µνρσ Ωνρσ) and thus a divergence term. See Appendix C.2 for more details. 7 A recent interesting suggestion for a non-polynomial action for gravity see [20] . or even creating inconsistencies. As noted in [7] the action corresponding to the sum of the b1 and c1 terms allow one to treat V A as a dynamical field and V 2 = const. is a consequence of the equations of motion without the need to resort to Lagrange multipliers. However, the inclusion of matter fields within this dynamical approach is not yet developed. In particular, it seems doubtful that the constancy of V 2 can be maintained in the presence of matter fields and this may require some modifications of Cartan gravity as defined in this paper. It should further be noted that this particular action yields an algebraic equation imposing the constancy of V 2 . Specifically, derivatives of V 2 do not appear in the equations of motion in this formulation. Indeed, it may be shown that only the b2 contribution to (10) can result in terms involving the derivative of the magnitude of V A . Moreover, the b2 term yields non-trivial field equations only if the torsion two-form is non-vanishing.
Although one may suspect that the dynamical approach is ultimately the correct one, we shall for the sake of simplicity adopt the non-dynamical approach in this paper when constructing the Cartangeometric actions for the matter fields. In the final section of the paper when nevertheless provide some remarks and comments regarding the dynamical approach .
Coupling matter to gravity and polynomial simplicity
In this section we will provide reasons for why the standard formulation of matter fields is not harmonious with the mathematical structure of Cartan gravity. We shall put fourth two principles, the gauge principle and polynomial simplicity, that the subsequent reformulated matter actions will be required to satisfy. The first principle will require that matter fields couple to the gravitational field in the same way they couple to other gauge fields. The second principle forbids the use of inverses and other non-polynomial structure.
Before developing the Cartan-geometric reformulation of matter actions it will be helpful to review the standard formulation of the actions of the bosonic and fermionic fields using the language of differential forms. We refer the reader to Appendix C for a more thorough discussion aimed at 'tensor-minded' physicists.
Reasons to be dissatisfied from a Cartan gravity perspective
In the standard model of particle physics we find both fermionic and bosonic fields. The known bosonic fields are various Yang-Mills gauge fields B = Bµdx µ valued in some Lie-algebra and the Higgs field Φ. The known fermionic fields are various by Dirac spinors which are also representations of the relevant Lie-Algebra, i.e. they carry a Yang-Mills index. For the sake of notational compactness we shall suppress both spinor and gauge indices on all the fields.
The action of a symmetry breaking Higgs field Φ and a generic Yang-Mills field B can be written very succinctly as
where U (Φ) is some potential, e.g. U (Φ) = −m 2 |Φ| 2 + λ|Φ| 4 . In both cases the non-polynomial structure in the gravitational variables is not immediately visible but somewhat hidden in the Hodge dual (see Appendix C.1) defined in respective case by
This non-polynomial structure, evidenced by the presence of inverses e Iµ or g µν , is characteristic for gravitational variables and not present for matter field variables which always appear polynomially. Furthermore, even though these two actions are, no doubt, mathematically elegant when written in terms of the Hodge dual, they look rather alien from a Cartan-geometric perspective. As discussed in E, the action of gravity within Cartan's approach is fundamentally about 'rolling'. Specifically, the gauge connection A AB corresponds to the action of infinitesimally 'rolling' some object on the manifold. With this in mind one cannot help asking: what happened to this elegant geometric picture when coupling gravity to matter fields? If gravity is fundamentally about the action of 'rolling', should it not be possible for matter fields to somehow be 'rolled' ?
We can sharpen these heuristic remarks if we look at the standard model fields and their interactions with Yang-Mills gauge fields. In particular, we see that coupling of a matter field to a gauge field follows the gauge prescription: the coupling of a matter field carrying one or many Yang-Mills indices to a YangMills field is done by replacing the exterior derivative with a gauge covariant exterior derivative. For example, in the case of coupling a SU (2)-valued scalar field Φ to an SU (2)-valued Yang-Mills field B a b
we simply replace the exterior derivative dΦ a with the gauge covariant one dΦ
Here the Yang-Mills indices were written out explicit but as mentioned above we have suppressed them elsewhere for notational compactness.
In view of this, it is clear that the coupling of matter fields to gravity does not follow the gauge prescription. For example, in the case of coupling a scalar field to gravity we note that the SO(2, 3)/SO(1, 4) Yang-Mills index is not even present in standard formulations. Instead we find that the Klein-Gordon field in a curved spacetime is described by the action (16) which contains no gauge covariant derivative D and only a scalar field φ without a 'rolling' Yang-Mills index. We must then ask: why does not the coupling of matter fields to gravity follow the gauge prescription of Yang-Mills interactions? We are left with the idea that gravity is somehow the 'odd man out' and it is not really a gauge field like the Yang-Mills fields.
Let us proceed to the fermionic fields and investigate if the situation is any different there. The action of a Dirac field coupled to gravity is given by
where the gauge covariant exterior derivative
We note that, in contradistinction to the bosonic fields, the action manifestly polynomial in the gravitational variables with no need for a Hodge dual, and we find that the exterior derivative dψ is replaced by a gauge covariant one D (ω) ψ. However, the action is still rather alien from a Cartan perspective. The Dirac field here is a (reducible) representation of SL(2, C) and the action of 'rolling' (or equivalently the action of the (anti-)de Sitter group) of ψ is not defined. Specifically, we find the ordinary SO(1, 3) gauge connection ω IJ in the gauge covariant exterior derivative D (ω) ψ and not the rolling connection A AB of Cartan gravity. The elegant geometric picture of Cartan gravity is lost and we find again a reason from a Cartan gravity perspective to be dissatisfied with the way gravity is coupled to the fermionic fields.
The Yang-Mills fields of particle physics play distinguished roles as they are gauge connections themselves. Therefore, it is perhaps not clear that the gauge prescription should be applied in this case when coupling a Yang-Mills field to gravity. Nevertheless, we shall take the non-polynomial structure in the gravitational variables as enough a reason for dissatisfaction.
The gauge principle and polynomial simplicity
The main aim of this paper is to show how matter fields can be coupled to gravity in a straightforward polynomial fashion that is consistent with the geometric picture of Cartan geometry as well as the gauge prescription. In doing this we shall remove differences, and so lessen he dissonance, between the mathematical description of gravity and the Yang-Mills gauge fields of particle physics. Thus, in this paper we are going to include matter fields so that the two following principles are satisfied:
• Polynomial Simplicity: All fundamental field variables (gravitational and non-gravitational) are represented exclusively by differential forms and all actions are integrals over four-forms constructed from these fields and their exterior derivatives, using only the wedge product and therefore rendering them manifestly polynomial in all variables.
• Gauge Principle: The coupling of a matter field to gravity is done exclusively through the gauge prescription. This requires us to attach a SO(2, 3)/SO(1, 4) gauge index to the matter field, and couple this matter field to gravity by replacing the exterior derivative d with the gauge covariant exterior derivative D, and write down a suitable gauge invariant action in terms of these objects.
When it comes to building actions these two principles are very restrictive. When we multiply the various forms together we are restricted to only use the wedge-product and taking the derivative of a field must be done using the exterior derivative or a suitable gauge covariant version of it. The gauge principle enforces the idea that gravity should couple to matter fields in the same way matter fields are coupled to Yang-Mills fields. One consequence of requiring gauge invariance and polynomial simplicity is that all field equations must be first order partial differential equations. This follows immediately since any number of gaugecovariant exterior derivatives D applied to some field will never result in more derivatives than one in any of the field variables. As an example take a scalar field φ coupled to some Yang-Mills gauge field B with G ≡ dB + iB ∧ B denoting the associated curvature two-form with gauge indices suppressed. Then we have that DDφ = Gφ does not contain second order derivatives in either φ or B. It is no use to take
Thus, gauge invariance and polynomial simplicity forces all differential equations to be first order partial differential equations. We can now understand why both the Dirac equation and the MacDowellMansouri gravitational field equations (the field equations derived from the action (10) with only a1 non-vanishing) are first order partial differential equations: They are both derived from gauge invariant actions satisfying the principle of polynomial simplicity. On the other hand, the standard Yang-Mills and scalar field actions are gauge invariant but are non-polynomial in the gravitational variables and therefore do not satisfy polynomial simplicity. Thus we see that it is the non-polynomial structure that is the key reason for why the resulting equations are second order partial differential equations.
As we shall see below, restoring the principle of polynomial simplicity in the bosonic sector can be done easily once we insist on the gauge principle which says that matter fields should be coupled to gravity through the gauge prescription. Since this requires us to attach a 'rolling' index to the matter fields the number of dynamical fields is increased. However, this is expected if we are going from a second order formulation to a first order one. This will also remove a dissonance within the matter sector: the fermionic fields are subject to first order differential equations while the bosonic ones to second order differential equations.
We should also pointed out that it is by no means obvious that coupling Yang-Mills fields to gravity should follow the gauge standard prescription, the reason being that the Yang-Mills fields are gauge fields themselves. However, we shall press on enforcing the gauge principle even for Yang-Mills fields as it will lead us to a novel possibility of unifying Yang-Mills fields with gravity using a natural generalization of Cartan geometry. In Section 6 we detail such an attempt of unifying a U (1) gauge field with gravity. Whether this U (1) gauge field can play the role of either the Maxwell field or the U (1) gauge field of the electroweak interactions require more analysis which we postpone to a possible future paper.
Cartan-geometric matter actions
Let us now turn the implementation of the gauge principle and polynomial simplicity for the typical fields of the standard model. We will work within the non-dynamical approach discussed in Section 2.3 (see also [7] ) in which the contact vector V A , required to satisfy V A V B ηAB = const., is not subject to non-trivial equations of motion. As such the contact vector possesses no gauge invariant degrees of freedom.
In this section we shall systematically reformulate the various matter fields so that the gauge principle and polynomial simplicity are satisfied. As we shall see the fermionic fields require only a minimal change: instead of regarding the spinors as representation of the spin-half Lorentz group spin(1, 3) we regard them instead as representations of the spin-half versions of the de Sitter or anti-de Sitter rolling groups, i.e. spin (1, 4) or spin(2, 3). It is then clear how to 'roll' a fermionic field and thus to minimally couple it to gravity through a gauge covariant derivative. From here it is then a simple task to find the appropriate actions that reduce to the standard Dirac spinor action. That the changes would be minimal could be anticipated since the Dirac equation is gauge covariant and already on polynomial form and thus a first order theory.
On the other hand, the Higgs and Yang-Mills fields are subject to second order field equations and, as noted in Section 3.2, this is not consistent with the gauge principle and polynomial simplicity. Instead of replacing an already existing index we need to attach a new rolling index. In the case of the Higgs scalar field this is straightforward. However, Yang-Mills fields require a bit more care in regards to gauge transformations.
This section relies heavily on the variational calculus using differential forms and we refer the reader to Appendix C and the appendices of [22] for an exposition of the necessary mathematical techniques. Furthermore, the reader is referred to Appendix A for a discussion on our conventions regarding the choice of units and dimensions of the various object and constants appearing in this paper.
Convenient notation
Many of the terms of the Cartan-geometric matter actions below exhibit a recurring mathematical structure involving the five dimensional epsilon ǫABCDE, the contact vector V A , and the covariant derivative DV A which we write as e A for notational compactness. Thus we introduce
where the constant µ has dimensions of inverse length. The reason we introduce such a constant is to be able to write down dimensionless actions. We could naively guess that µ = ℓ −1 and suggesting that no new constant in addition to ℓ is necessary. The appearance of ℓ −1 is acceptable if ℓ indeed is just a constant. However, if we believe that V A is ultimately a dynamical variable with
2 which violates polynomial simplicity. In addition, we will find in Section 6 where we show how to unify gravity with a U (1) gauge field that µ is related to a different object. For these reasons we shall not equate µ with ℓ −1 . When we show how to reproduce the field equations of standard formulations we shall frequently adopt the gauge in which V A = ℓδ 
Scalar Fields
Scalar fields play a pivotal role in modern physics and therefore must be considered when coupling gravity to matter fields. We have seen that the action for a massless, real scalar field (6) in the standard treatment of gravity involves non-polynomial terms in the gravitational field. We will demonstrate that this is no longer the case when one takes gravity to be described by the pair {V A , A AB }. Although our results are of general applicability, for concreteness we will explicitly look at the case of the standardmodel Higgs scalar field Φ a , where a, b, .. denote SU (2) indices. In the spirit of the gauge principle, we may then expect that from the Cartan gravity perspective one should consider an object Φ aA . We may further define a covariant derivative DµΦ aA as follows such that the field transforms homogeneously with respect to combined SO(2, 3)/SO(1, 4) and SU (2) × U (1) gauge transformations:
where B a b and U are the SU (2) and U (1) gauge fields with g and g ′ their respective coupling constants. We now show that it is possible to construct an action which reduces to the familiar Lagrangian of the Higgs boson in the limit where V 2 = const.. Following the idea of polynomial simplicity, we can look to construct actions from the following ingredients:
• The invariant objects of SO(2, 3)/SO(1, 4) and SU (2) Henceforth we will suppress all SU (2) indices for notational compactness. In considering the object Φ A we now have five SU (2)-valued scalar fields instead of one. The increase in the number of variables is expected since the equations of motion will be first order partial differential equations rather than the usual second order Klein-Gordon equation. We may suspect that the field Φ = VAΦ A will play the role of the Higgs field in the standard second order formulation and the four components Φ I orthogonal to V A will be related somehow to the four spacetime derivatives ∂µΦ. In fact, as we shall see such a relation will be enforced by the equations of motion given below.
The Higgs-Cartan action
It is now straightforward to write down an action for the Higgs field minimally coupled to the electroweak gauge fields. Although more general actions may be constructed from the above ingredients, we restrict ourselves to obtaining an action that reduces to the familiar Klein-Gordon equations of motion when V 2 = const.. The simple action, which we shall refer to as the Higgs-Cartan action, is as follows:
where κHC is a dimensionless constant to be fixed,
2 is the 'Mexican hat' potential and Φ ≡ VAΦ A . As usual the mass term has the 'wrong' sign as is required for the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field Φ to be non-zero.
Equations of motion and recovery of the standard Klein-Gordon equation
Let us now look at the equations of motion. Variation with respect to Φ A yields
Requiring δΦSHC to be zero for arbitrary variations δΦ A then implies the four-form equations
which, using the identity ⋆ΣA ∧ eB = ⋆ΣηAB = ⋆ΣB ∧ eA, can be rewritten as
The first term is orthogonal to V A while the second normal to it and these terms must therefore be independently zero. Thus we have
If the co-tetrad is non-degenerate, the left equation readily implies DΦ = 2eAΦ A , or in tensor notation DµΦ = 2eµAΦ A * = 2eµJ Φ J . Non-degeneracy also implies the existence of a unique inverse e µ I called the tetrad or vierbein. Multiplying both sides by e µ I yields 2Φ I = e Iµ DµΦ and we see that Φ I is related to the derivative DµΦ through the equations of motion. We now have
so that ⋆ΣAΦ A = − µℓ 2 * DΦ which inserted in the right equation of (29) yields
Let us now consider the dual scalar density (see C.2)
where we made use of the identity ǫκτρσε µτ ρσ = 3!δ
2 Φ then we now recognize is nothing but the minimally coupled Klein-Gordon equation with a negative mass term required for imposing a nonzero vacuum expectation value of the Higgs. Thus, our first order Higgs-Cartan equations are equivalent (on-shell) to the standard Higgs equation of motion. Therefore, as usual the SU (2) × U (1) symmetry of the model is spontaneously broken by the Higgs field Φ which attains a vacuum expectation value for low energies. It is also now clear that although the Cartan-geometric formulation makes use of more scalar fields (i.e. we have five SU (2)-valued scalars Φ A rather than a single one Φ) we nevertheless do not end up with more propagating degrees of freedom. This is due to the fact that the Cartan-geometric action necessarily yields upon extremization first order polynomial partial differential equations rather than second order non-polynomial ones.
Although we have focused on a description of the Higgs boson, the approach here is general and applicable to spacetime scalar fields in general. In equation (25) we have found a Cartan-geometric action which reproduces the familiar Klein-Gordon equations. This action is not the only action which is consistent with the requirement of polynomial simplicity. It was shown in Section 3.2 that it should not be possible to construct actions for φ A which result in equations of motion for φ A VA which are higher than second order. It is interesting to ask then whether polynomial simplicity naturally leads to so-called Galileon scalar-field theories for actions which are cubic or higher in the field φ A [23, 24, 25] . These theories have the interesting property that the equations of motion are not higher than second-order in derivatives even though their Lagrangians may contain terms such as g µν g αβ ∇µπ ∇ν π∇α∇ β π.
The similar roles of the Higgs field and contact vector
It is interesting to compare the roles of the contact vector V A to the standard model's Higgs field Φ [14] . In the context of the standard model of particle physics, a role of the Higgs field is to spontaneously break the electroweak symmetry group SU (2) × U (1) so that only a U (1) invariance, associated with the Maxwell field, remains. The symmetry is broken by partitioning the group into transformations that, on the one hand, change the Higgs field and those that leave it invariant on the other. The remnant unbroken symmetry corresponds of the subgroup of transformations that leave the Higgs field invariant. The group SU (2) × U (1) consists of all unitary 2 × 2 matrices and it is easy to see that the subgroup that leaves some two-component complex field invariant is U (1). The electromagnetic field A can now be represented as a 2 × 2 matrix so that AΦ = 0.
The situation here is completely analogous to that in Cartan geometry. Here we consider a larger gauge group SO(2, 3)/SO(1, 4) which is then partitioned into two parts: those that change the contact vector and those that leave it unchanged. The former transformations are generalized translations called transvections, and the latter the usual local Lorentz transformations which remains as an unbroken symmetry group. Thus we see that the object V A , which seems unfamiliar and odd, plays the role of a Higgs-type field.
However, there is a significant difference in the way these objects are usually treated. While the Higgs field carries independent degrees of freedom which is of key importance for the renormalizability of the electroweak theory, antecedent work on Cartan gravity has often assumed that the contact vector field V A carries no gauge independent degrees of freedom of its own [26] . Specifically, the direction V A is a pure gauge degree of freedom due to the local SO(2, 3)/SO(1, 4) gauge symmetry leaving the magnitude V 2 as the only gauge independent degree of freedom. However, V 2 is typically restricted by hand to be constant [6, 10] , corresponding to what we have called a non-dynamical approach.
The similar roles of the fields V A and Φ as symmetry breaking Higgs-type fields can be taken to signal the need to provide non-trivial dynamics for V A [11] . To understand the way matter couples to the contact vector V A it is necessary to have a fully Cartan-geometric formulation of the matter sector. This paper will thus provide the necessary tools to embark on such an enterprise in a more systematic fashion. We return to this issue in Section 7.
Yang-Mills fields
We now turn to the coupling of gauge fields (here referred to in general as Yang-Mills fields whether Abelian or non-Abelian gauge fields) in the context of Cartan gravity. Consider then some YangMills gauge field B = Bµdx µ valued in the Lie algebra of a particular symmetry group (gauge indices suppressed). The gauge principle now requires us to attach a 'rolling' index to the Yang-Mills field
In analogy to the scalar field case, we may anticipate that the original gauge field B will be identified with VAB
A via the equations of motion, whereas the components of B A orthogonal to V A will contain information about derivatives of the gauge field B = VAB A . If indeed the gauge field B is identified with VAB A then one can define a field strength two form G for B:
where g is the gauge coupling constant of the theory. This field strength clearly transforms homogeneously under Yang-Mills gauge transformations if Bµ transforms as usual under a gauge transformation represented by the matrix U :
If we assume V 2 to be non-vanishing then we may generalize (38) to a transformation law for B A :
which implies that VAB A transforms according to (38) . We will now present an action which is invariant under the transformation law (39).
The Yang-Mills-Cartan action
Consider then the following Yang-Mills-Cartan action:
where κY M C is a dimensionless constant to be fixed and B ≡ VAB A . The invariance of (40) under (39) can be seen as follows. Since B I transform homogeneously so must
As the constancy of V 2 has been assumed, we have that eAV A = 0 and eA ∧ B A * = eI ∧ B I therefore transforms homogeneously under (39) . Additionally the two-form DB transforms homogeneously by construction.
We note however that the second term is invariant under (39) is not a gauge covariant term. We conclude that if V A is turned into a dynamical field then the gauge invariance of the Yang-Mills-Cartan action lost. Such a feature of this action might be considered a deficiency and we shall see in Section 6 how this can be cured by unification.
Equations of motion and the recovery of the standard Yang-Mills equation
The equations of motion are obtained as usual by varying the action with respect to B
A yielding the equations of motion
As in the case of the field φ A , we may decompose (41) into a part projected along V A and parts orthogonal to V A :
After some calculations detailed in Appendix D the first of the above equations can be shown to be equivalent to
Therefore, the remaining component of the equations of motion becomes
which is nothing but the Yang-Mills equations of motion written in the language of differential forms, as shown in equation (133).
Gauge boson masses
A key property of the electroweak theory is the presence of massive gauge bosons. Gauge boson masses can be included in the standard formulation by adding a gauge symmetry breaking mass term
However, as is well-known, the Proca mass-term destroys renormalizability. The standard trick, which does note explicitly break gauge symmetry, is to introduce gauge field mass terms using a minimally coupled Higgs field
where DΦ = dΦ + igBΦ. The first term is the usual kinetic term for the scalar field. The second term is proportional to dΦ † Φ − Φ † dΦ which is pure gauge and is zero in the unitary gauge Φ * = (0, v) with v(x) is some real-valued scalar. The last term g 2 Φ † B ∧ * BΦ provides mass for the weak gauge fields but not the electromagnetic one A since by construction AΦ = 0 (see Section 4.2.3).
Now that we have recapitulated how gauge bosons acquire mass in the standard formulation we turn to the Cartan-geometric formulation. We first note that the non-polynomial term B ∧ * B violates both the gauge principle and polynomial simplicity. Secondly, it is not clear to us how to write down a polynomial mass term or how to make such terms appear on-shell, i.e. after imposing the equations of motions. Instead, it appears that the only way to generate gauge boson masses within the Cartangeometric approach is to use the Higgs-Cartan field Φ A . Let us therefore expand the kinetic part of the Higgs-Cartan action minimally coupled to a Yang-Mills field B. This yields
and we see that we get the same two extra terms as above: one that is pure gauge and one that yields mass terms for the weak field but not the electromagnetic one. Therefore, the inclusion of gauge boson masses is straightforward in the Cartan-geometric formulation but only, as it seems, using a Higgs mechanism.
Spinor fields
Compared to scalar and gauge fields, the treatment of spinor fields from the Cartan gravity perspective is relatively straightforward, especially in the de Sitter spin (1, 4) case. This can already be suspected as the standard actions are already on polynomial and on a first order form. In fact, the necessary step consists only of replacing the Dirac spin(1, 3) index with a spin(2, 3) or spin(1, 4) index, and then write down an action which reduces to the standard Dirac action in the gauge V A * = ℓδ 
Anti-de Sitter and de Sitter spinors
The anti-de Sitter and de Sitter Lie-algebras are given by
where ηAB = diag(−1, +1, +1, +1, −1) in the anti-de Sitter case and ηAB = diag(−1, +1, +1, +1, +1) in the de Sitter case. Suitable choices for the Clifford algebra gamma-matrices are
satisfying {ΓA, ΓB} = −2ηAB with the spin- [ΓA, ΓB]. In accordance with the gauge principle, the coupling of this (anti-)de Sitter spinor field to gravity is done by replacing the exterior derivative with a SO(2, 3)/SO(1, 4)-gauge covariant derivative:
Coupling this spinor field to other gauge fields is done as usual by adding the relevant gauge connection B, i.e.
according to the usual gauge prescription.
Dirac-Cartan action and equations of motion
Before writing down an action it is necessary to understand how we can extract invariants from the spinor ψ. In the Lorentzian case spin(1, 3) we know thatψψ ≡ ψ † γ0ψ is both real-valued and invariant under Lorentz transformations. In order to generalize this to the de Sitter and anti-de Sitter groups we make the ansatzψ AB JABψ) =ψψ
now implies to first order in θ AB that ξJAB = J † AB ξ. In the case of spin(1, 4) it is easy to verify that ξ = γ 0 8 satisfies that condition and we haveψ =ψ = ψ † γ0. However, in the case of spin(2, 3), then ξ = iγ0γ5 is the appropriate choice [27, 28] so thatψ = ψ † iγ0γ5. Using the expressions spin(2, 3) :
spin(1, 4) :
where ΓA we can now verify that the following two Dirac-Cartan actions DC . Due to the difference in Clifford algebra Γ-matrices and in ξ, the matter term of the action takes on a form that depends on whether the rolling group is SO(2, 3) or SO (1, 4) . In particular, we note the presence of a 'cosmological' mass mcosm. = 2 ℓ in the anti-de Sitter case that needs to be corrected for so that the action reduces to the standard Dirac one. Alternatively one could perhaps view this as a 'cosmological' mass generation mechanism so that an anti-de Sitter fermion acquire mass not only from the electroweak Higgs field Φ but also from the gravitational Higgs field V A . Contrary to the bosonic actions there is no need to show that the corresponding equations of motion reduce to the standard Dirac equation. This follows immediately from the fact that these actions reduce to the standard Dirac action in the special gauge where V A * = ℓδ A 4 . 8 We adopt the sloppy but harmless practice of writing ξ = γ 0 even though these two objects are members of distinct spaces. If we write ψ ∈ W where W is a four-dimensional complex vector space, then γ 0 ∈ W ⊗ W * and ξ ∈ W * ×W * where W * and W * are the dual and conjugate dual spaces of W [3].
Contact vector, orientation, and parity violation
An interesting possible role of the contact vector V A is in relation to parity violation of the electroweak theory. First we recall that a manifold which is orientable admits an everywhere non-vanishing four-form,
It induces an orientation since it attributes a sign ± to any collection of four ordered vectors u
We now see that the pair {V A , A AB } implies such a natural four-form
at least as long as V A = 0 = DV A . Since this four-form is odd in V A we see that the discrete transformation V A → −V A is associated with a change of orientation of the manifold. That the contact vector induces a natural orientation on the manifold is easily visualized if we imagine the manifold as embedded in a fifth dimension. There the contact vector V
A is visualized as a normal to the manifold hyper surface (see [7] ) and we see that the change V A → −V A is directly associated with a change of orientation.
The chiral asymmetry of the electroweak theory originates from the fact that the weak field W couples only to the left part of the fermions. However, there are no faithful two-dimensional representations of SO(2, 3) or SO(1, 4) and thus the (anti-) de Sitter Dirac field does not split up into left-and righthanded representations. Thus, the Cartan-geometric formulation naturally starts from a chiral symmetric formalism employing four-component spinors. Nevertheless, the additional structure that the contact vector V A provides can be used to partition the Dirac spinor ψ into left-and right-handed components. The left-and right-handed components of a Dirac field are usually defined using the chiral projector
with upper sign representing left projector (L) and lower sign the right projector (R). However, we see that within Cartan formulation of fermionic fields we can define the chiral projector as
where Γ ≡ V A ℓ ΓA. Whether the gravitational Higgs-type field V A can play the role of breaking parity in the electroweak theory cannot be answered before a more systematic Cartan-geometric reformulation of the electroweak theory has been carried out.
Alternative ideas
It is now appropriate to make contact with some literature of similar but distinct pre-existing treatments of matter fields. Especially noteworthy is a paper by Pagels [6] wherein actions consistent with polynomial simplicity were constructed that described matter for an SO(5) Cartan gravity model. Despite the different choice of group, the results are readily applicable to the SO(2, 3) and SO(1, 4) groups considered here: scalar fields were found to be described by fields φ A valued in the Lie algebra of SO(5) whilst spinor fields were shown to be described by fields Ψ α valued in the Lie algebra of spin(5) ≃ sp (2) . A point of difference is in the treatment of Yang-Mills fields, which were instead described by a pair {(Y AB ) (61)
Therefore Y AB has six independent components and in conjunction with e A is relatable to * DB. This approach avoids the skewed transformation law (39) of B
A . As a consequence the constancy of V 2 need not be assumed in order to retain gauge invariance under Yang-Mills transformations.
More recently Wilczek [29] has considered the coupling of matter fields in the context of SO(1, 4) and SO(2, 3) Cartan gravity models. In discussing this approach it can be noted that the following spacetime vector may be defined:
By inspection, when V A * = ℓδ A 4 , the vector (63) coincides with the tetrad of equation (5). Therefore one can construct SO(2, 3)/SO(1, 4) invariant actions for fields φ and Bµ which correspond in the symmetry broken phase to the conventional Klein-Gordon and Yang-Mills actions. For example, it can be easily be checked that
reduces to the Klein-Gordon action (6) . The price to pay for this is that the actions are non-polynomial in precisely the same way as the standard actions are. In [29] the following object is considered
where ε0 is a spacetime density introduced into the theory; it is assumed to be constant and to not have its own equations of motion. Therefore, use ofẼ µ A instead of E µ A in (64) yields an action which is polynomial in dynamical fields but because of the existence of a constant density ε0 in the action is not invariant under diffeomorphisms. A similar result applies to the construction of actions for a Yang-Mills field in this approach. Therefore one can avoid non-polynomial actions in the second order formalism in Cartan gravity if diffeomorphism invariance is broken. The construction of actions incorporating a constant spacetime density is reminiscent of the theory of unimodular gravity in the metric formalism (see for instance [30] ).
An approach sharing features of the approach chosen in this paper and in [6] is the Duffin-KemmerPetiau (DKP) formulation of Klein-Gordon and vector field equations [31, 32, 33, 34, 35] . As is the case for field equations recovered from polynomially simple actions, the DKP field equations are first order in spacetime derivatives. Reminiscent of the present paper, the DKP formalism describes a scalar field as an SO(1, 4) vector φ A . In the present paper and in [6] , the field V A sets a scale with which to decompose a field Φ A into what is identified as the scalar field Φ ≡ VAΦ A and its derivatives 1 2 e µI DµΦ = Φ I . In the DKP approach the scale arises not from V A but from the mass m of the fields itself. In the notation of the present paper, the scalar field φ is defined as φ ≡ m −3/2 δ 4 A φ A whereas sqrtme µI ∂µφ = φ I . Although V A is not explicitly referred to in the DKP formulation, its recovery of Lorentz invariant field equations from representations of SO(1, 4) assumes symmetry breaking. A similar decomposition exists for a field valued in the adjoint representation of SO(1, 4) into a spacetime vector field and its spacetime exterior derivative. However, due to the reliance on the scale m, the DKP approach is only applicable to massive fields and therefore requires modification in order to accommodate massless scalar and vector/one-form fields [36, 37] .
The Cartan gravitational field equations
Until now we have shown how to incorporate the effect of gravity on matter fields consistent with the gauge principle and polynomial simplicity. This yielded a formalism in which all fields, gravitational and matter fields, are subject to polynomial first order partial differential equations. However, in order to complete our Cartan-geometric reformulation it is also necessary to consider the back-reaction of the matter fields on the spacetime geometry described by the pair {V A , A AB }. Since we have treated V A as a non-dynamical field here we shall restrict ourselves to how matter influences the dynamics of A AB .
The spin-energy-momentum three-form
Within the traditional metric formulation of General Relativity one introduces the canonical energymomentum tensor Tµν defined by
However, in order to incorporate fermionic fields, which can induce spacetime torsion T I , the new gravitational variables e I and ω IJ are introduced. One then associates to these variables the threeforms TI and SIJ defined by δeSM ≡ TI ∧ δe I δωSM ≡ SIJ ∧ δω IJ (67) denoted the energy-momentum and spin-density three-forms respectively. However, from a Cartangeometric perspective this is not particularly natural. Firstly, the co-tetrad e I is not a fundamental field and secondly the fundamental connection is A AB and not ω IJ . Instead it is more natural from a Cartan-geometric perspective to collect the energy-momentum and spin-density three-forms into a single object SAB defined by δASM ≡ SAB ∧ δA AB (68) which we denote the spin-energy-momentum three-form. The previous energy-momentum and spindensity three-forms are recovered in the gauge where V A * = ℓδ A 4 as follows
Given that the spacetime geometry is described by a pair of fields {V A , A AB } it is appropriate to consider the four-form QA defined by
where SG+M is the combined gravitational and matter action. The equation QA = 0 would presumably then provide the dynamics equations for V A . We shall return to this issue in Section 7.
Spin-energy-momentum for matter fields
In this section we shall showcase the spin-energy-momentum three-forms of our three typical standard model fields. The following relations
will be useful for carrying out the variations.
Higgs-Cartan field
In order to determine the spin-energy-momentum three-form we vary the Higgs-Cartan action with respect to A AB . After some straightforward calculations we obtain
with
corresponding to the spin-energy-momentum three-form. First we note that, as expected, the spin-density S (HC) IJ is identically zero. In order to relate the components S (HC) I4
to the canonical energy-momentum tensor we consider the dual vector density. This yields
Clearly then, his corresponds to the usual stress-energy tensor of the Higgs field up to a pre-factor ± e 4 κHCµℓ 2 .
Yang-Mills-Cartan field
Next we consider the spin-energy-momentum of the Yang-Mills-Cartan field which is obtained by varying the the Yang-Mills-Cartan action with respect to A AB . This yields
Again we see that the spin-density three-form S (Y M C) IJ is identically zero. As before we now consider the dual vector density of S
with the equations of motion imposed yields
This is the usual stress-energy tensor of a Yang-Mills field up to a pre-factor ± eκ Y M C 2µ .
Dirac-Cartan fields
First let us consider the spin(1, 4) case. Varying the spin(1, 4) Dirac-Cartan action with respect to A AB yields the spin-energy-momentum tensor
Adopting the gauge V A * = ℓδ A 4 we can identify a non-zero spin-density
and after some simplification from S4I we obtain the canonical energy-momentum tensor after the usual procedure of dualizing and lowering the indices
where γ µ gµν = γν ≡ e I ν γI . It may be checked that the results for the spin(2, 3) case are the same when evaluated explicitly up to a factor of −1 multiplying S (DC) I4 as given above. Thus, we obtain the standard energy-momentum tensor for a Dirac field up to the pre-factor ∓e
. We note that the energy-momentum tensor is not necessarily symmetric. This is consistent with the presence of torsion which makes the Einstein tensor non-symmetric as well.
Recovery of the Einstein equations
As we have now seen, the familiar forms for the stress-energy tensor of matter fields may be recovered from the first order Cartan-geometric formulation. Recall the conventional form of the Einstein equations in the metric formalism:
where G is the gravitational constant, Λ is the cosmological constant, and Tµν is the stress-energy tensor of matter fields. The following action leads the familiar gravitational parts of the equations (76):
Of course, either one of these two terms leads to the term of the form Rµν −
2
Rgµν + Λgµν but we have kept both terms to keep the discussion general.
We now consider the action S ζ + SDC + SHC + SY M C . After some calculation it may be shown that the Einstein field equations take the form:
In B we detail our conventions for matter actions in the standard formalism for gravity i.e. where gravity is described by co-tetrad e I and spin-connection ω IJ . Requiring that equation (77) is of identical form to the Einstein field equations (116) of B then fixes the values of Λ and 8πG in terms of the seven constants {ζ0, ζ1, κHC, κY M C , κDC, µ, ℓ} as well as places restrictions upon the relative values of these constants. By inspection we have that:
and that
We clearly have too many unknowns to be able to determine the constants {ζ0, ζ1, κHC , κY M C , κDC, µ, ℓ} uniquely. Of course, one parameter is an overall factor multiplying all the terms in the action and can easily be dropped. For example we may put the dimensionless constant ζ0 equal to one. We may also reduce the number of constants by putting either ζ0 or ζ1 equal to zero since both of them yields the Palatini term. However, we have deliberately kept things general.
A unification of a U (1) gauge field and gravity
Let us now take a step back and consider the results of the previous sections. By insisting on two principles (the gauge principle and polynomial simplicity) we were able to formulate matter fields in a way that is harmonious with Cartan geometry where the spacetime geometry is in part represented by a standard gauge connection A AB . One of the chief motivations for reformulating the matter actions was that gravity stood out from the Yang-Mills fields of particle physics both in the way it couples to matter (which did not follow the standard gauge prescription) and the presence of non-polynomial structure of matter actions. Although the reformulation of scalar and spinor fields proceeded in a straightforward manner, the adherence to these two principles enforced a peculiar mathematical structure of the YangMills fields. In particular, the gauge principle required us to attach a rolling index to the gauge field B → B
A . Thus, this object is no longer a standard Yang-Mills field especially since it does not transform as one under gauge transformations. Instead we found that B A had to transform in a skewed way under gauge transformations according to (39) . Furthermore, the Yang-Mills Cartan field B A has two (suppressed) Yang-Mills indices but only one rolling index. Thus, we see that requiring gravity to behave like a standard gauge field enforces a peculiar skewed mathematical representation of the standard YangMills fields of particle physics. Furthermore, we see that the orthogonal components B I exhibits the same peculiarity as the co-tetrad e I (see Section 1): B I is a one-form but does not transform as a gauge connection. Thus, the original problem seems to have mutated into a slightly different form plaguing instead the Yang-Mills fields. Of course, we could simply accept this as the appropriate mathematical structure of Yang-Mills fields within a Cartan-geometric formulation, but we are then back to the question original why gravity should behave in a different way than other Yang-Mills fields.
In this section we shall see that these peculiarities can be overcome in the case of a U (1) gauge field coupled to gravity, by means of unification. As we shall now see, if we write both the Yang-Mills-Cartan and gravitational actions side to side, this total action has the mathematical structure of a spontaneously broken gauge theory with SO(1, 5) symmetry. Whether the following approach may be generalized to the incorporation of non-Abelian gauge fields or whether coupling to fermions can be done using minimal coupling, are open questions. We will, for now, refrain from considering the coupling of this gauge theory to matter. For further details about spinor representations of SL(2, H) ≃ SO(1, 5) see [38] .
A generalization of Cartan geometry
Let us now turn to the details of this speculative unification of gravity with a U (1) 
This subgroup is SO(1) which has zero dimensions. However, if the gauge group is enlarged the situation is different. Consider then SO(1, 5) as an extension beyond SO(1, 4) and SO(3, 3) beyond SO (3, 2) . In order to break the SO(3, 3)/SO(1, 5) group down to a residual subgroup SO(1, 3) we must again introduce symmetry breaking fields. We clearly need two so let us denote those V A and W A , where Calligraphic indices A, B, . . . go from 0 to 5. In the case of SO(3, 3) both contact vectors are assumed to be time-like and, in the case of SO(1, 5), spacelike. In addition these two contact vectors will be assumed to be orthogonal, i.e. Furthermore, the SO(3, 3)/SO(1, 5) group is a fifteen dimensional Lie-group. This coincides exactly with the expected number of one-form fields we need. We have ten for Cartan gravity and five for CartanMaxwell theory (see Section 4.3), which adds up to fifteen [39] . Naively we could have thought that a U (1) field is represented by a single one-form connection B and not five. However, as a consequence of the gauge principle a U (1) field is represented by an object B A which indeed contains five one-forms. Thus the counting adds up and this raises the possibility that we can unify the U (1) gauge field and gravitation into a single SO(3, 3)/SO(1, 5) connection.
To explore this idea further let us work in a gauge where V A * = (0, 0, 0, 0, ℓ, 0) and W A * = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, µ). Here µ is a constant with dimension of mass and ℓ is the constant appearing in the standard Cartan gravity based on the de Sitter group SO(2, 3) or SO(1, 4). We can then suspect that in the adapted gauge the components of the gravitational and electromagnetic fields can be organized as follows
Under a general SO(3, 3)/SO(1, 5) we require the connection A AB , which contains both the gravitational and U (1) fields, to transform as a standard gauge connection, i.e.
This avoids the extravagant mathematical structure of the Yang-Mills-Cartan theory mentioned above as the unified field A AB can be regarded as a standard gauge field. Objects such as V A or DW A then transform homogeneously under gauge transformations.
We also note that the symmetric space (either SO (3, 3) or SO (1, 5) ) is a five-dimensional manifold, i.e. one more dimension than the spacetime manifold. This is in contrast to standard Cartan geometry in which the dimension of the model space we roll is the same as the manifold. Nevertheless, we shall here generalize the standard Cartan construction to allow for a higher dimensional model spacetime to be rolled on a manifold with smaller dimension. This generalized Cartan geometry will automatically imply that there are gauge transformations that neither change the point of contact nor affect the tangent space. Such transformations would then possibly correspond to the gauge transformations of Yang-Mills theories, which we do not associate with any spacetime symmetry.
Identifying U(1) invariants
In order to determine what kind objects might appear in the action without destroying U (1) gauge invariance we will study infinitesimal gauge transformations. In the spin-1 representation we can write
The generators JAB satisfy the usual algebra for an orthogonal groups
and the spin-1 representation takes the form (JAB)
Here we shall isolate the generator J45 to play the role of a U (1) transformation which then takes on the form
It is now straightforward to show that the connection A AB transforms under an infinitesimal U (1) transformation as
and we see that the A 45 connection behaves like a U (1) connection and dA 45 is a U (1) invariant object. We also see that the components A I4 and A I5 rotate into each other under U (1) transformations. Nevertheless, the objects e I = DV I and B I = DW I are not connections and are U (1) invariants. In fact, any object which is a member of the tangent space (e.g. V I , e I , R IJ ,. . . ), is invariant under U (1) transformations by construction. Thus, a term in the action that contains the factor ǫABCDEF V E W F is automatically a U (1) invariant. However, since (J45)
B we see the U (1) symmetry is broken by the two contact vectors. However, it is easily shown that V [A W B] is invariant under this U (1) transformation and is therefore an allowed object in the action. 9 . We can now better understand the skewed structure of the Yang-Mills-Cartan theory presented in Section 4.3. The Yang-Mills-Cartan field B
A can be seen as the compound object B A = (DW I , 1 ℓ A 45 ). In particular, while the fifth component is part of the unified connection A AB and transforms inhomogeneously, the first four components are identified as the gauge-covariant derivative of part of the contact vector W
A . This mix of (parts of) connections A 45 and compound objects DW I seems to explain skewed transformation properties of the Yang-Mills-Cartan field B A .
Reproducing the standard Maxwell equations
Now that we have identified U (1) invariant objects we shall now show that we can reproduce the standard coupled Einstein-Maxwell equations by a suitable choice of action. The components of the curvature twoform F AB in this gauge are given by
9 Alternatively we may take the symmetry breaking fields to consist of a contact point V A and a second object U AB which is a member of adjoint representation of the Lie algebra of SO (1, 5)/SO(3, 3) . The object U AB is then to be though of as the U (1) generator which commutes with the Lorentz subgroup SO(1, 3) and also trivially with itself. The object U AB thus breaks the the group SO(1, 5)/SO(3, 3) down to SO(1, 3) × U (1)
Note that whenever there is a ± or ∓, the top sign will correspond to the SO(3, 3) case whilst the bottom will correspond to the SO(1, 5) case. Let us then consider the following action
where the constant ξ has dimensions of L −2 and χ is dimensionless. If we write this action in the gauge V (80), we obtain
By inspection the (89) indeed corresponds to the action for gravity coupled to a U (1) gauge field up to the presence of two additional terms. The first term corresponds to the integral dB ∧ dB which is a boundary term and may be omitted. The second term corresponds to eJ ∧ B J ∧ eI ∧ B I . It might at first seem as this term would alter the dynamics of the U (1) field B, but as we shall see below the effect of this term is simply to alter the relation between eI ∧ B I and * dB of equation (43) something. Let us now derive the field equations from the action (88) and show in detail how the Maxwell equations are reproduced. Varying the action with respect to the six-dimensional connection, which contains both the gravitational and U (1) fields, yields the unified field equations:
where T A ≡ De A . As usual we can write these equations in the gauge where V 
The first equation (92) we recognize as the zero-torsion equation and apart from a different constant in front of it this is the same equation as in standard Cartan gravity. The second equation (93) we recognize as the Einstein field equations with some matter source with energy momentum three-form
The third equation (94) is identical to left equation of (42) except for the term eI ∧ B I ∧ eJ ∧ B J . However, as we shall now see, this term will not alter the standard second order Maxwell equations. If we consult D we obtain the relation
which inserted in the fourth equation (95) yields the standard Maxwell equations
where we have used the identity DG ≡ 0. Thus, the effect of the extra term eJ ∧ B J ∧ eI ∧ B I only results in a rescaling of the Maxwell equation by a constant factor and not a change in the dynamics of B.
Energy-momentum of the U(1) field and the gravitational constant
We have now seen that the U (1) gauge field B = VAB A indeed satisfies Maxwell's equations. Before we can be certain that we are dealing with a normal matter field we must check that this field has positive energy density. To do this we calculate the energy momentum tensor of the U (1) field and check that comes with the right sign so that it is a field with positive energy density. We can immediately use the methods of Section 5 to cast (93) in the form
where Λ is the cosmological constant, G is the effective gravitational constant, and T
is the stress energy tensor of the U (1) gauge field. After a straightforward but quite tedious calculation it may be shown that equation (93) is equivalent to (99) with
Here we recognize the canonical energy-momentum tensor of a Yang-Mills field. We also see that the groups SO(3, 3) and SO(1, 5) are as usual associated with negative and positive cosmological constants. However, the group SO(3, 3) is associated with a negative effective gravitational constant. This means that we are not dealing with a normal matter field, and in particular not a Maxwell field, since its energy density is negative. On the other hand the group SO(1, 5) implies a positive gravitational constant and the U (1) field can be regarded as a proper matter field with positive energy density. Therefore, only the action (88) with symmetry group SO(1, 5) may be regarded as a unification of gravity and a U (1) matter gauge field. To our knowledge, the unification, based on first order formulation, of a U (1) field and gravity presented here has not yet been explored in the literature. A more well explored idea is that of incorporating ω IJ and B into a single connection [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45] . It would be interesting to see whether the first order unification could be extended beyond the U (1) example considered here.
A natural non-linear modification with non-minimal coupling
In the pure gravitational action (10) the only difference between the action with only the a1-term nonzero and an action with only the b1-term non-zero, is the value of the cosmological constant which differs by a factor of two in the two cases. As we have seen above, an action rather similar to the b1-action yields the Einstein field equations coupled to a U (1) gauge field which reproduces Maxwell's equations. Consider then an action of a1-type:
where
This is the most general action quadratic in the curvature that is consistent with our assumption about the nature of the symmetry breaking. Given our conventions on units, it is seen that the constants κi are dimensionless. We note that the action contains V A and W A only in the combination
, therefore one may alternatively construct this action instead from an 'internal two-form' P AB = −P BA (no spacetime indices) along with the connection A AB as long as one may assume that P
5 . Immediately we see that if κ0 is a constant then it represents a T r F ∧ F boundary term. Now It can be shown that given the assumed forms of V A and W A that only two of the κi here have non-vanishing contributions. We take the remaining κi to be constants and the action takes the form
where the two boundary actions ǫIJKLR IJ ∧ R KL and dB ∧ dB have been omitted in the final expression. We can see then from (106) that we may choose values of the constants such that the action (89) is recovered in the limit where the non-minimal coupling (i.e. the field B I coupling to curvature R IJ ) and quartic non-linear term can be ignored. The counterpart of the Einstein equations yields the following result:
Therefore again it is the group SO(3, 3) which is disfavored.
Conclusions and discussion
Gravity, although commonly considered as one of the four force-fields in nature, is within standard formulations notoriously different from the Yang-Mills gauge fields that govern the electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions of particle physics. Chern pointed to this odd state of affairs when he wrote [46, p. 437] "Electromagnetism is, as we have seen, a gauge field. That gravitation is a gauge field is universally accepted, although exactly how it is a gauge field is a matter still to be clarified."
In this paper we began by exhibiting three key peculiar features of standard formulations of General Relativity that make it stand out from the other Yang-Mills fields. Then we set of to show how these peculiarities disappear once we adopt a Cartan-geometric formulation. We noted that the first peculiarity could be removed once we view gravity as gauge theory with a spontaneously broken gauge symmetry. The mathematical representation here consists of a SO(2, 3)/SO(1, 4)-valued gauge field A AB corresponding to the action of 'rolling', and a symmetry breaking field V A visualized as the contact point between the manifold and the symmetric model spacetime we roll. The co-tetrad e I * = DV I was then seen as a compound object similar to DΦ, and not connection, nor part of any connection, thus removing the first peculiarity.
The second peculiarity of gravity stressed in the introduction is its non-polynomial structure: while matter fields appear in actions only polynomially, gravity commonly enters through determinants and inverses. While such non-polynomial structure can readily be removed in the pure gravitational sector by simply adopting a first order Palatini formulation based on the pair of one forms {e I , ω IJ }, this nonpolynomial structure reappears when coupling matter fields to gravity, with the notable exception of the fermionic fields.
The bulk of this paper consisted of demonstrating how also this non-polynomial structure in the bosonic matter field actions can be removed by also removing a third peculiarity: the coupling of gravity to matter fields does not follow the gauge prescription and therefore stands out from the Yang-Mills fields of particle physics. However, when we insisted on that the coupling of gravity to matter fields should be done using the the gauge prescription, we saw that polynomial simplicity could be restored.
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The Cartan-geometric matter actions we so obtained were fortunately very simple and could easily be 10 As is well-known, the appearance of non-polynomial structure in the Hamiltonian of phase space formulations complicates quantization [47] . We have achieved in this paper a manifestly polynomial formalism on configuration space which will easily carry over to a phase space formulation. However, the presence of second class constraints, which should be solved for a consistent quantization, might very well reintroduce non-polynomial structure and thus complicate quantization.
obtained through some guess work. This is not too surprising since polynomial simplicity and gauge invariance limits the space of possible actions severely. A second important consequence of polynomial simplicity and gauge invariance is that all field equations must be first order partial differential equations. This puts all field equations on a simple cohesive mathematical first order form with the second order equations reproduced only on-shell.
In order to consider the back-reaction of the matter fields onto gravity we introduced the spinenergy-momentum three-form SAB which collected the traditional energy-momentum tensor and the spin-density into a single object. It was then shown, upon adopting the gauge V A * = ℓδ A 4 that the spin-energy momentum of the bosonic fields was characterized by zero spin-density and the standard canonical energy-momentum tensor. Similarly for fermionic fields we found the usual spin-density and energy-momentum. This enabled us to fix the undetermined constants in front of the matter actions.
It would then seem as if Cartan geometry clarifies, in a rather direct way, what kind of gauge field gravity is. Indeed, if we are to regard gravity as a standard Yang-Mills gauge field, then the pure gravitational field should correspond to the 'rolling' connection A AB . On such a view, the co-tetrad e I * = DV I does not purely represent the gravitational field as it also contains the symmetry breaking field V A . We can compare this to the view adopted in the electroweak theory in which the electroweak field is thought of as a SU (2) × U (1) gauge connection and the Higgs field as a distinct physical field not to be thought of as an aspect of the electroweak force field. That gravity starts looking within a Cartangeometric formulation much more like a Yang-Mills gauge field is, in hindsight, not too surprising. After all, Cartan geometry is based on precisely the same fiber-bundle structure (see e.g. [7] ) that characterizes the mathematical structure of Yang-Mills fields. Therefore, if a common ground between gravitational and Yang-Mills actions is sough, then Cartan geometry provides a natural mathematical basis in terms of fiber bundles and spontaneous symmetry breaking.
This common mathematical ground naturally suggests that it might be fruitful to identify similarities and dissimilarities between Cartan gravity and the force fields of particle physics; in particular the electroweak theory. We note that both theories start off with a larger symmetry group, i.e. SU (2) × U (1) or SO(2, 3)/SO(1, 4), only to be broken by the presence of a Higgs type field, i.e. Φ or V A , leaving a remnant unbroken symmetry corresponding to the U (1) symmetry of electrodynamics and the local Lorentz invariance of General Relativity.
In this paper we have adopted for the sake of simplicity a non-dynamical approach in which the contact vector V
A is not thought of as being subjected to non-trivial field equations. Instead, we regarded it as anà priori postulated object. Such an approach is also common in mathematical literature where the role of the symmetry breaking field is limited to defining a preferred section on the fiber bundle [15, 14] . However, given the structural similarities between the contact vector V A and the dynamical Higgs field Φ it is natural to suspect that a dynamical approach, with V A subject to a non-trivial equations of motion, is the more appropriate one. After all, if both V A and Φ play the role of symmetry breaking fields, it would be rather odd if one is dynamical and the other not.
In [7] we exhibited an action (corresponding to the b1 and c1 terms only from (10) being non-zero) for pure gravity which yielded consistent equations of motion for V A by varying the action with respect to it. It was shown that the equations corresponding to variation with respect to A AB and V A enforces algebraically that
Although this shows that the constancy of V 2 can be established without the use of Lagrange multipliers it does not treat the contact vector V A as a genuine dynamical field as it was determined, not by a differential equation, but an algebraic equation.
Consider then an action SG+M consisting of the sum of Yang-Mills, Higgs, fermionic, and a suitable polynomial gravitational action of the form (10) . Then the field equations QA = 0 for V A are obtained by varying with respect to V A :
Since only the magnitude of V A is gauge independent we may take the dynamics of V A to be described by the field V 2 . It may be expected that the dynamics of V 2 is determined by the projection of the equation of motion for V A along VA i.e. the equation QAV A = 0. Schematically we may expect this equation to be of the following form:
Where K and J are, respectively, a three-form and four-form constructed from the gravitational and matter fields and their covariant derivatives in a polynomial fashion. By way of example, the aforementioned action considered in [7] had K = 0 with the algebraic constraint on V 2 being enforced by J = 0. Clearly then dynamics of V 2 , in the sense of being determined from a differential equation, may only follow when K = 0. As mentioned above, if the contribution to K is purely from the gravitational sector, described by the action (10) , it may be shown that the only potential contribution arises from the b2 term and is proportional to the spacetime torsion T I . Therefore in the absence of torsion, non-zero contributions to K must come from the matter sector. Even in the absence of non-vanishing K, the matter sector may contribute significantly to the form of V 2 via contributions to J .
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We now comment briefly on the cosmological constant from the above perspective. In Cartan gravity the closest thing to an 'integral over spacetime volume' √ −gd 4 x comes via the c1 term of (10) as well as contributions to the a1 and b1 actions. Each of these contributions are proportional to the familiar integral √ −gd 4 x only when V 2 = const.. In general we would however expect an epoch, or even spatially, dependent cosmological constant. It remains to see if it is possible to construct a Cartangeometric theory in which V A is a genuine dynamical variable which is consistent with observations. In particular, such a dynamical theory must explain why V 2 is approximately constant at least where current observations support such a claim.
The implementation of the gauge principle and polynomial simplicity was achieved in a rather straightforward manner in this paper. We simply attached a rolling index on all matter fields, replaced the exterior derivatives with a gauge covariant ones, then proceeded to write down actions in terms of those quantities. However, we noted an peculiarity in the mathematical structure of Yang-Mills fields which is perhaps not too surprising since these are gauge connections themselves. The gauge transformation law of the Yang-Mills-Cartan field B
A was 'skewed' and contained the contact vector V A . Secondly, the object B
A is also a rather strange one: it contains two (suppressed) Yang-Mills indices but only one rolling index. Thirdly, it may be noted that gauge invariance is destroyed if V 2 is allowed to vary in spacetime. We then showed how these peculiarities could be removed by generalizing Cartan geometry in a natural way so as to accommodate a tentative unification of a U (1) gauge field and the gravitational field. This required us to enlarge the gauge group from SO(2, 3)/SO(1, 4) to SO(3, 3)/SO (1, 5) and to employ two contact vectors V A and W A (or perhaps single anti-symmetric contact matrix P AB ). It was shown that actions exist such that the role of the contact fields was to break the gauge symmetry SO(3, 3)/SO (1, 5) , leaving the remnant symmetry SO(1, 3) × U (1). By analyzing the stress-energy momentum tensor we found that the group SO(3, 3) yields a negative energy density for the U (1) field and thereby rules it out as playing the role of the electromagnetic field which of course has positive energy density. Nevertheless, the group SO(1, 5) yields a positive energy density for the U (1) field and seems therefore to be the more interesting group from a unification perspective. The group SO(1, 5) is however not usually associated with a unification of gravity and a U (1) field. In fact, the group SO(1, 5) has 15 generators while one would perhaps naively believe that such a unification would involve 10 + 1 gauge fields. After all, within second order formulations we think of a U (1) field as represented as a single one-form B. However, the Cartan-geometric formalism is with necessity a first order one in which a gauge field also carries a rolling index. This enlarged the number of one-form fields by a factor of five. Therefore, the counting matches: 10 for the gravitational field and 5 for the U (1) gauge field.
We stress, that we cannot yet claim that this U (1) field is either the electromagnetic one, or the U (1) field of the electroweak theory associated with hypercharge, as we do not know how this field couples to the other fields of the standard model. It seems reasonable that a successful unification must involve a larger gauge group as to incorporate all the electroweak fields. Nevertheless, it should certainly be interesting to explore the new possibilities of unification that the Cartan-geometric formulation of matter fields opens up.
On the conceptual level it seems important that we understand in more detail why there is an equivalence principle in the first place. Indeed, if gravity is but one type of Yang-Mills field, then why would we expect one of these fields to interact with matter fields in a universal manner? We shall leave a proper study of the equivalence principle within the Cartan-geometric formulation for future research.
The possibility of formulating both the gravitational and matter sectors without the use of inverses suggests the possibility that some singularities in General Relativity, associated with a degenerate cotetrad, are an artifact of a specific non-polynomial formulation [5] . Indeed, within our formulation it seems plausible that a solution might be analytically continued through a hypersurface on which the co-tetrad is degenerate. However, singularities associated with curvatures 'blowing up' will remain also within the first order Cartan-geometric formulation.
A Units and dimensions
In some of the literature the conventions regarding units and dimensions are not always clearly stated. However, as this will be important for the purposes of this paper, we provide here a discussion regarding the conventions we adopt in this paper. In particular, in order to write downs actions, which are required to have the same dimensions as , it is necessary to sort out the dimensions of the various objects, constants, and variables appearing in the actions.
In this paper we choose to measure both length and duration in meters (i.e. how many meters a light ray has traveled during the time interval in question) so that the speed of light is dimensionless and numerically equal to one c = 1. Similarly we will assume that Planck's constant is dimensionless and numerically equal to one = 1 so that mass has the dimension of inverse length. With dimensionless we see that actions must be dimensionless too. The only dimension remaining is that of length and we chose meter as the relevant unit.
A.1 General philosophy regarding units and dimensions
In pre-general relativistic theories it is standard practice to attach dimensions and units to Cartesian coordinates. For example, the time coordinate t of special relativity has units of, say, seconds, and the spatial coordinates (x, y, z) have units of metres. This is natural given the operational meaning these Cartesian coordinates enjoy in terms of spatio-temporal measurements. However, coordinates, in a theory which is invariant under general coordinate transformations (e.g. General Relativity), must necessarily be devoid of any operational meaning (we refer to [22] for a fuller account). In this paper we take the view that the units of length, duration, and mass are directly related to naturally occurring length-, or equivalently mass-, scales found in Nature. For example, all protons, at least as currently understood, have equal size, and the same is true for hydrogen atoms. Essentially, it is these naturally occurring units of length that enables us to theoretically define the notions of a standard ruler and a standard clock which engineers are trying to approximate [49] . From this perspective it is clear that units and dimensions have nothing to do with the abstract labels of points in spacetime, the coordinates x µ . The position one takes on whether units should be attached to coordinates or not affects the conventions regarding the units and dimensions of the various fields appearing in gravitational physics. For example, it is commonplace to assume that taking the derivative of an object decreases the length dimension with one unit. Specifically, if a tensor T has dimension L α , then ∇T is often assumed to have dimension of L α−1 . While that may be appropriate within special relativity it is not so within General Relativity. One reason is the above-mentioned lack of operational meaning of spacetime coordinates. A second reason, which complicates the issue even in special relativity, is that we often make use of angular coordinates which are dimensionless. For example, it is commonplace to attach dimensions of length to both the coordinates t and r in the Schwarzschild spherical coordinates while the angular coordinates θ and ϕ are taken to be dimensionless. With such a 'mixed' convention it is clear that ∇T cannot simply be assumed to have dimension of L α−1 . In this paper we shall insist on that coordinates in General Relativity are, without exception, dimensionless. This has the following consequences: Firstly, taking a derivative of some object can never change the dimensions of it; nor can integration. On the other hand, since proper time dτ along some worldline has immediate operational meaning in terms of the readings of ideal clocks, it is natural to attach the dimension L 2 to dτ 2 = gµν dx µ dx ν . However, since the coordinates x µ are dimensionless it is clear that the dimension of gµν is L 2 . Furthermore, since V A has dimension L (see [7] ), and taking the derivative cannot change the dimension, then the co-tetrad e A must also have dimension L. This should be contrasted to different conventions adopted in the literature of Cartan geometry where the co-tetrad is sometimes taken to be dimensionless (see e.g. [11] ). We also then see from the relation gµν = ηABe A µ e B ν that ηAB must be dimensionless.
We note that this choice of length dimension also coincides with both the conformal weight of the metric and co-tetrad, i.e gµν → e +2Ω gµν and e I → e +Ω e I . In fact, all fields variables in this paper are such that the objects conformal weight coincides with its dimension of length. For example, the Higgs field Φ, which comes with dimensions of mass, i.e. it has dimension L −1 , has conformal weight −1. Furthermore, all connection fields, including both Yang-Mills fields B and the gravitational rolling connection A AB , have zero conformal weight and must therefore be dimensionless. Finally, spinor fields have the dimension L −3/2 and also the same conformal weight.
A.2 Tables of the dimensions of variables and constants
The following table summarizes the dimensions of the various fields appearing in this paper 
C.1 The Hodge dual
The first useful concept is that of the Hodge dual. The basic idea is this: let N be the dimension of the manifold and 0 ≤ p ≤ N , then the space Λ p of p-forms have the same dimension as the space Λ N−p of (N − P )-forms, i.e. the spaces have the dimension
. These spaces can therefore be regarded as dual to each other. Given an non-degenerate co-tetrad e I µ and a p-form Ω the Hodge dual * Ω is defined by:
where the indices on Ω has been raised using the inverse metric g µν ≡ η IJ e µ I e ν J . Using the Hodge dual we can also introduce a symmetric 'inner-product' between two p-forms Ω1 and Ω2
We note that the Hodge dual heavily rests on the existence of an inverse co-tetrad e µ I without which no natural isometry between Λ p and Λ N−p exists. Furthermore, the Hodge dual is manifestly non-polynomial in the gravitational variables.
C.2 Duality between forms and antisymmetric contravariant tensor densities
There is however another form of duality which always exists: The completely antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor density ε µ 1 µ 2 ...µ N establishes an isometry between the space of p-forms and the space of completely antisymmetric (N − p, 0)-rank tensor densities of weight +1. We will use the symbol ∼ to denote the dual quantity. Specifically, let Ω be some p-form, then the dual contravariant antisymmetric +1 tensor density Ω µ p+1 ...µ N is defined as 
As a simple concrete example we can see that, in the case of four spacetime dimensions, the object dual to the four-form E = 
This duality between differential forms and contravariant antisymmetric tensor densities is useful since it allows us to translate between expressions written in differential forms forms and the more common tensorial notation which is more common within the physics community.
C.3 Klein-Gordon field
The action for a complex Klein-Gordon field with some 'potential' U (φ), e.g. U (φ) = m 2 |φ| 2 + λ|φ| 4 , usually written as
can be written as an integration over the four-form (E ≡
where Ω1|Ω2 ≡ Ω1 ∧ * Ω2 is the inner product associate with the Hodge dual [50] .
To translate between the two actions we construct the scalar density dual to the four-form dφ ∧ * dφ + E U (φ). We saw above that the scalar density dual to the volume form E is the determinant e and we only need to calculate the scalar density dual to dφ ∧ * dφ: 
where we made use of the identity ǫκνρσε µνρσ = 3!δ µ κ . Thus, we have dφ ∧ * dφ + E U (φ) ∼ e(g µν ∂µφ∂νφ + U (φ)) (124) which is nothing but the usual Klein-Gordon Lagrangian density with potential U (φ).
Varying the Klein-Gordon action with respect toφ and integrating by parts yields
implying the four-form equation
and varying with respect to φ using the identity Ω1|Ω2 = Ω2|Ω1 yields the complex conjugate of that equation. Since 
C.4 Yang-Mills field
Let B = Bµdx µ be some gauge connection with values in some Lie-algebra (e.g. U (1) or SU (2)). For notational compactness these internal indices are suppressed. Let Gµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ + ig[Bµ, Bν ], or in the language of forms G = dB + igB ∧ B, be the corresponding curvature two-form. 12 The action for this gauge field, up to a constant, is commonly written as
where T r denotes taking a trace over the internal indices. Using the Hodge dual, this action can be written as
As before the equivalence with the previous action can be established by considering the dual scalar density 
which implies the equations of motion D * G = 0. To translate between the forms to notation to the more common tensorial notation we consider the dual vector density and make use of the identity ǫµνρσε κρστ = 2!(δ 12 We note that if B † = B then (iB ∧ B) † = (iBµBν dx µ ∧ dx ν ) † = −iB † ν B † µ dx µ ∧ dx ν = iB ∧ B so that G † = G. 
or equivalently
E Geometric interpretation of Cartan gravity
We have discussed formulations of gravitation where the gravitational field is described by the pair {V A , A AB }, and recovery of familiar gravitational physics occurs when V 2 = ∓ℓ 2 = const.. Furthermore, we have emphasized that the first order Palatini formulation is recovered only when the SO(2, 3)/SO(1, 4) symmetry is spontaneously broken i.e. V 2 (x µ ) = 0. As clearly pointed out in [12] , this structure, which admits an elegant geometric interpretation, is that of Cartan geometry introduced byÉlie Cartan in 1923 [15] . To introduce this formulation, recall that SO(2, 3)/SO(1, 4) symmetry could be broken down to SO(1,3) symmetry by an object X A satisfying ηABX A X B = ∓ℓ 2 (x µ ). Note however that there are infinite number of possible solutions to this equation. The solutions X A in fact correspond to coordinates describing a de-Sitter (X 2 = l 2 ) or anti de-Sitter (X 2 = −l 2 ) space of radius ℓ embedded in a five dimensional space with metric ηAB. Therefore we may reach the following interpretation of the field V A (x µ ): Consider at each point x µ on a manifold an internal de-Sitter or anti de-Sitter space, which we denote as X A (x µ ). The field V A (x µ ) ∈ X A (x µ ) represents a point in this space. A helpful visual of this field as a 'point of contact' vector in a lower dimensional example is given in Figure 1 .
The additional presence of a connection field A AB µ allows one to parallel transport vectors such as V A as solutions to the 'parallel transport' equation along a curve x µ (λ):
Can familiar geometrical objects be recovered then from the pair {V A , A AB }? Consider an internal space X A (x1) at a spacetime point x1, with preferred vector V A (x1) . We may parallel transport all X A (x1) to a nearby second point x2 according to the SO(1, 4)/SO(2, 3) parallel transport equation (146) applied to a vector X A . At x2, the X A will have changed by a transformation that preserves X A XA = ∓ℓ 2 as well as the projection ηABX 
If the radii of internal spaces are identical at different points then VADµV A = 0 and ds 2 is simply a meaure of the distance being 'traversed' on the internal de-Sitter/anti-de Sitter space in the process of rolling from x1 to x2. Much like a waywiser probing a two dimensional surface, this traversal gives information about physical distances on the surface itself. Therefore we can see that the identification of DV I with e I in the previous section is recovered. Furthermore, it may be shown under this assumption that the traditional objects of differential geometry (for instance Riemannian curvature, affine connection, torsion) can be recovered in the language of Cartan geometry [7] .
The possibility VADµV A = 0 represents a generalization of sorts; the quantity ds 2 as defined above additionally allows for a distance effect due to change of size of the internal space as it is rolled from from x1 to x2. 
We have argued that the field V A can be considered as a physical field in the description of gravitation. As such, it may be expected that its magnitude isn't constant over all of spacetime and it should be expected that the line element ds 2 should exhibit the disformal dependence upon gradients of V 2 apparent in (152).
Figure 1: This figure acts acts as an illustration of concepts in Cartan geometry for the case of two dimensional spatial geometries, where the 'rolling' group is SO(3). Here we imagine a sphere X i X i = ℓ 2 (where X i are Cartesian coordinates in a three dimensional flat Euclidean space) being rolled from point x 1 to x 2 on the manifold. The contact vectors V i (x 1 ) and V i (x 2 ) at x 1 and x 2 respectively can be visualized as having their origin (black dots) in the center of the corresponding spheres and pointing towards the 'point of contact' (the blue dots) between the sphere and the two-dimensional surface. The figure shows how the contact point V i (x 1 ) at x 1 is 'rolled' to x 2 yielding V i | (x 2 ) (light blue line). The distance between x 1 and x 2 is identified as the difference between the rolled V i | (x 2 ) and the contact point V i (x 2 ) at x 2 , i.e.
